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Figure 1: The coupling of hose and fluids.

Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel method to couple Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and nonlinear FEM to
animate the interaction of fluids and deformable solids in real time. To accurately model the coupling, we generate
proxy particles over the boundary of deformable solids to facilitate the interaction with fluid particles, and develop
an efficient method to distribute the coupling forces of proxy particles to FEM nodal points. Specifically, we employ
the Total Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics (TLED) finite element algorithm for nonlinear FEM because of many
of its attractive properties such as supporting massive parallelism, avoiding dynamic update of stiffness matrix
computation, and efficient solver. Based on a predictor-corrector scheme for both velocity and position, different
normal and tangential conditions can be realized even for shell-like thin solids. Our coupling method is entirely
implemented on modern GPUs using CUDA. We demonstrate the advantage of our two-way coupling method in
computer animation via various virtual scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer simulation tech-
niques for fluids and deformable solids during the last two
decades, many works in recent years started to turn their
foci to physics-based fluid-solid interaction and its compli-
cated modeling to demonstrate complex natural phenomena
that we take for granted in real-world settings. Especially,
in certain applications such as virtual surgery that involves
blood vessels and their intervention, both fluids (e.g., blood)

and deformable solids (e.g., blood vessels) must be simu-
lated accurately and efficiently while accommodating their
high-fidelity interaction. In this paper, we focus on model-
ing the two-way coupling of fluids and deformable solids in
real time.

Many methods have been proposed to compute the cou-
pling force, for example, penalty force method [MST∗04],
direct forcing method [BTT09], etc. The coupling forces ob-
tained from the penalty force method are mainly determined
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by the distance between fluid particles and solids, it is rela-
tively simple to implement, but has many drawbacks in stiff-
ness coupling and energy conserving. Direct forcing method
has been used to couple fluids with rigid body, but it is hard
to be directly used for mesh-based deformable solids. A bet-
ter way to handle the interface condition between fluids and
solids is to adopt the ghost particle method [Fed02], of which
a ghost particle with the same mass, pressure, viscosity, den-
sity, and mirrored velocity is dynamically generated to keep
the fluid particle away from penetrating through the solid
boundary when a fluid particle is close enough to the solid
boundary. However, the ghost particle method is not suitable
to couple with deformable solids, especially when the inter-
face is complex, and it is hard to generate ghost particles
properly [BTT09].

Despite the recent success of fluid-solid coupling sim-
ulation [BTT09, AIA∗12], especially for the interaction a-
mong fluids and deformable objects [MST∗04,ACF11], cer-
tain difficulties still prevail and need to be resolved for high-
fidelity geometric representation, accurate physical model-
ing, and accelerated computing. Specific challenges are doc-
umented as follows.

First, for the purpose of simplified geometry, most of ex-
isting approaches prefer particle-based models, so that both
solids and fluids can be processed in a unified framework
while avoiding tracking the accurate interface between solids
and fluids. When the deformable solids need to be more ac-
curately represented by polyhedral meshes, existing methods
cannot be trivially transplanted to simulate the high-fidelity
fluid-solid interaction.

Second, from the standpoint of physics-based modeling,
although SPH-like meshless methods have natural advan-
tages in simulating fluid behavior and solid deformation
while accommodating topological changes, they are far from
adequate and convenient to represent heterogeneous materi-
al properties according to different physical laws. Especial-
ly for accurate nonlinear large deformation subject to vari-
ous material properties, mesh-based Finite Element Method
(FEM) is frequently employed. Thus, how to respectively
take advantage of meshless and mesh-based methods when
seeking a hybrid approach towards effective fluid-solid cou-
pling deserves our immediate research efforts.

Third, when focusing on the computation of popular SPH
methods, we have seen its rapid deployment on modern G-
PUs. Yet, in order to reduce the heavy computational cost
of the SPH and FEM coupled simulation procedure, a uni-
fied and robust framework together with its exploitation of
CUDA-based parallelly accelerated computation is urgently
needed.

In this paper, we present a novel method to couple SPH-
based fluids and nonlinear FEM-based deformable solids in
real time. Specifically, the salient contributions of this paper
include:

• We propose a method to dynamically generate proxy par-
ticles over the fluid-solid interface, which naturally serve
as the local geometric/physical representation of solids
with a unique goal to accurately interact with fluid par-
ticles.

• We seamlessly combine the direct forcing method with
a predictor-corrector scheme to compute the coupling
forces between fluid particles and proxy particles, of
which different boundary conditions and non-penetration
robustness can be well guaranteed.

• We design the CUDA-based parallel algorithms for the
entire simulation pipeline, which can achieve realtime
fluid-solid coupling even for complex scenarios.

2. Related Work

Relevant to the central theme of this paper, we now briefly
review previous works in three categories: SPH, FEM, and
coupling.

SPH. As a meshless Lagrangian method, Smoothed Par-
ticle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been widely used in com-
puter graphics to simulate various kinds of liquid phenom-
ena. Its initial formulation for fluid dynamics originated
from [Mon92]. Then, Müller derived interparticle forces
from SPH and the Navier-Stokes equations to interactive-
ly simulate water with free surfaces in [MCG03]. Howev-
er, it is difficult to model strong incompressible fluid. To
solve this problem, [BT07] proposed a Weakly Compress-
ible SPH (WCSPH) method by introducing Tait equation.
Alternatively, [SP09] proposed a Predictive-Corrective In-
compressible SPH (PCISPH) method, which corrects pres-
sure of fluid particles iteratively to provide smooth density
and pressure distributions. [IABT11] presented an efficien-
t parallel framework to conduct SPH-based fluid simulation
using multi-core CPUs and discussed the performance of P-
CISPH and WCSPH, which resulted in impressive results for
low-viscous incompressible fluids with up to 12 million par-
ticles. Meanwhile, some SPH-based methods were also pro-
posed to simulate deformable solids. For example, [BIT09]
proposed a co-rotational SPH method by introducing the
co-rotational idea. [LZLW11] further improved its stability
by using anisotropic SPH kernels. In addition, a variety of
methods were proposed to accelerate the computing, includ-
ing adaptively sampling based SPH [APKG07, SG11], and
GPU based SPH [HKK07, GSSP10, KE12].

FEM. FEM is a popular method to numerically solve
physical models. However, for large models with nonlin-
ear constitutive behavior, its heavy computational cost usu-
ally cannot be afforded. To accelerate computation, TLED
method was proposed by Miller et al. [MJLW07], and then
it was implemented on GPUs by [TCO08,JWM10] to further
improve its efficiency. Besides, [TCC∗09] expanded TLED
to model the anisotropic viscoelasticity of soft tissue. Gen-
erally speaking, TLED has many attractive properties. First,
the spatial derivatives can be precomputed in TLED, since it-
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s measurement for deformation is only referred to the initial
configuration of solid. Second, it avoids the implicit solv-
ing of linear system by employing explicit time integration.
Third, the stress is directly evaluated from strain, thus it
is easier to incorporate the underlying constitutive models
while requiring no tangent matrix computation.

Coupling. Given SPH based fluid simulation, a variety of
methods were proposed to model fluid-fluid and fluid-solid
coupling. [MSKG05] proposed a technique to model the in-
teraction of multiple SPH fluids that have different physi-
cal properties and dynamic phases. To simulate melting and
solidification phenomena with SPH, a unified framework
was proposed by [SSP07]. The framework was then extend-
ed by [LD08] to couple fluids with deformable thin shell-
s. [LAD08] proposed a novel method to simulate the porous
material and its two-way coupling with fluids, of which the
material properties can be changed in accordance with flu-
id absorption and emission. [BTT09] proposed an interact-
ing algorithm for boundary velocity and position based on a
predictor-corrector scheme, however, it can only support the
two-way coupling of fluid and rigid bodies, and usually gives
rise to the problem of particle stacking around boundaries.
Then, [IAGT10] solved the stacking problem by employing
PCISPH to iteratively correct the pressure and the particle
position. But in their method both fluids and the boundary
were still represented with particles. Recently, [IUDN10]
proposed a particle-based model to simulate the melting and
freezing of ice objects, and achieved interactive simulation
with the help of CUDA. Additionally, [QPN∗10] proposed to
couple blood flow (SPH) and vessel wall (mass-spring mod-
el) by employing an improved repulsive boundary condition.
[AIA∗12] proposed a pressure-based coupling method to
simulate the interaction of arbitrarily-complicated rigid ob-
jects and fluids, which employed boundary particles to rep-
resent rigid objects and effectively avoided the problem due
to high pressure ratios. Therefore, it can afford large time
steps. However, the method heavily relied on pre-sampled
objects and was very hard to be generalized to handle solids
with large deformation.

When FEM is adopted to simulate complex deformable
solids, the aforementioned coupling methods tend to lose its
competitiveness. To our best knowledge, only a few work-
s achieved limited success on this subject. For example,
[MST∗04] proposed to place virtual boundary particles on
the solid surface according to Gaussian quadrature rules, and
employed Lennard-Jones-like force to model repulsion and
adhesion. However, it is hard to simultaneously enforce non-
penetration and avoid implausible elastic coupling, since the
penalty-based coupling forces need to introduce stiffness to
coupling. [SSIF07] proposed a framework to embed arbi-
trary sample points dynamically into solids to handle col-
lision, whose basic idea is somehow similar to our method
in spirit. [ACF11] employed an implicit FEM solver to sim-
ulate deformable solids on GPUs, and achieved interactive

Figure 2: The pipeline of each simulation cycle.

coupling simulation by extracting an implicit fluid surface
to define contacting constraints.

3. Algorithmic Overview

3.1. Algorithm Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the algorithmic flow of our method. In each
simulation cycle, it updates the new position and velocity
based on the results of last simulation cycle, and then em-
ploys a screen space based method to track the fluid surface
and render the current simulation results in real time. We de-
tail the algorithm as follows:

• Simulate the behaviors of fluids and solids. Respective-
ly employ SPH and TLED models to compute velocities
and positions of fluid particles and solid points without
considering their interaction.

• Detect collision. Detect collision between solid surface
polygons and fluid particles.

• Generate proxy particles. Generate proxy particles ac-
cording to the collision positions and the physical prop-
erties of solid. The velocities of proxy particles can be
obtained via interpolation in the local region of a solid.

• Compute coupling forces. Compute the coupling forces
between proxy particles and fluid particles by enforcing
energy conservation into the direct forcing method.

• Distribute forces of proxy particles. Distribute the cou-
pling forces of proxy particles to the mesh vertices of sol-
id.

• Update velocities and positions. Update velocities and
positions of fluid particles and solid vertices driven by the
updated coupling forces.

• Enforce non-penetration. Detect fluid-solid collision a-
gain based on the updated positions, and correct the po-
sitions of collided fluid particles to enforce the non-
penetration constraints.

• Rendering. Render the results in real time by optimizing
the screen space based fluid surface tracking method pro-
posed by [VdLGS09].
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3.2. SPH Model

Fluid behavior is controlled by the Navier-Stokes equations,
which comprise two equations. The first equation is momen-
tum equation, which can be formulated by the fundamental
Newton’s second law:

ρ dv
dt

=−∇P+µ∇2v+ f, (1)

where ρ is the fluid’s density, v is the velocity, P is the fluid’s
pressure, µ is its viscosity coefficient, and f represents the
external force.

The second equation is continuity equation, which can im-
pose mass conservation for fluid.

dρ
dt

+ρ(∇·v) = 0. (2)

In principle, SPH is a meshless Lagrangian method, it us-
es particles to discretize the continuum. The particles carry
individual properties, which should be smoothed in the vol-
ume surrounding each particle node. According to SPH, a
scalar quantity A at location r is estimated by a weighted
sum of all particles in its local supporting domain:

As(r) = ∑
j

m j
A j

ρ j
W (r− r j,h), (3)

where m j is the mass of particle j, r j is its position, ρ j is the
density.

The function W (r,h) is the smoothing kernel with sup-
porting radius h. In the interest of robustness, the kernel is
preferred to be smooth and normalized. Here we adopt the
kernels proposed by [MCG03].

The acceleration of all particles can be computed by solv-
ing Eq.1 and Eq.2 at each time step for every particle using
the SPH formulations. Then we employ Leap-Frog scheme
to update their velocities and positions.

To avoid strong compressibility, we take the weakly com-
pressible pressure formulation into account, which can guar-
antee a small density ratio between the current density ρ and
the initial density ρ0. The formulation originated from the
Tait equation [BT07]:

P =
ρ0c2

s
γ

((
ρ
ρ0

)γ
−1

)
, (4)

with γ = 7, and cs is the speed of sound in the fluid.

3.3. TLED Model

TLED adopts discretized equations of equilibrium for large
deformation as

MÜ+DU̇+K(U)U = R, (5)

where M is the mass matrix, U represents an array of global
nodal displacements, D is the damping matrix, K(U) is the

stiffness matrix nonlinearly dependent on U, R represents an
array of external forces, and M and D are two constants.

Now we set a stage to briefly describe the GPU-based
TLED model, a more detailed description is beyond the tech-
nical scope of this paper, please refer to [MJLW07, TCO08]
for more technical details. In each time step:

1. Invoke a CUDA thread for each nodal point, assign dis-
placements, forces and constraints to nodal points.

2. Invoke a CUDA thread for each element, compute the fol-
lowing variables in turn: deformation gradient F, strain-
displacement matrix BL, second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S,
element nodal forces, and then sum these forces to form
the total nodal forces f.

3. Invoke a CUDA thread for each nodal point, and update
displacement u using the central difference method.

4. Coupling Simulation

4.1. Proxy Particle Generation

After collision detection, we can get the contact polygon-
s and particles. In fact, it is difficult to directly compute
the coupling forces, especially when a fluid particle collides
with more than one polygon. To facilitate the coupling force
computing, we generate proxy particles dynamically over
the solid surface to represent the local region of the solid.
Then the coupling interaction is simplified to sphere-sphere
collision, this way the forces can be computed efficiently.

We shall first explain how to compute the position, mass,
velocity of the proxy particle. To afford different boundary
conditions, we also need to compute the normal of the proxy
particle, which can also be taken as the normal of the bound-
ary at the contact position.

As illustrated in Fig.3(b), when the FEM mesh collides
with a fluid particle pi, a proxy particle pp is created over the
boundary with predefined radius r0 of the fluid particle. And
the mass of the proxy particle mp can be computed according
to its volume and the density of the solid.

To define the position of the proxy particle, we need to
estimate the normal of the boundary at the contact position
first. We compute the distance di j from fluid particle pi to
the contacted triangle Tri j. Then we use di j to construct a
weighting function (as shown in Eq.7). By taking the normal
n j of the collided triangle Tri j into account, we can get the
normal nc as

nc =
∑ j wi jn j

||∑ j wi jn j||
, (6)

wi j = max
(

0,
r0 −di j

r0

)
. (7)

As shown in Fig. 3(b), we place the proxy particle to be in
front of the fluid particle along the direction −nc. Then we
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Figure 3: Proxy particle generation and coupling force computing. (a) shows the collision procedure between fluids and de-
formable solids. (b) shows a fluid particle pi that collides with solid mesh. The edge in red represents the collided triangle. The
red points are sampled points. (c) shows the velocities before coupling, and the obtained coupling forces.

search the nodal points in the neighboring region of the con-
tacted triangles, and denote them as sample points p j. Thus
the velocity of the proxy particle can be obtained by inter-
polating the corresponding properties of the sampled points.
When the coupling is done, the force will be distributed to
the sampled points along the opposite direction. For the pur-
pose of simplicity, we adopt w j = m j/d2

j as a weighting
function to interpolate the velocity vp, where d j is the dis-
tance between the proxy particle and the sampled point j,
m j is the mass of the sampled point. Thus the velocity of the
proxy particle can be computed by using

vp =
1

∑ j w j
∑

j
w jv j. (8)

With the position, mass, velocity, normal of the proxy parti-
cle already computed in the aforementioned procedures, we
can proceed to compute the coupling force efficiently.

4.2. Coupling Force Computation

To model the normal and tangential boundary conditions, as
shown in Fig.3, we first respectively project the velocities of
proxy particles and fluid particles to the normal direction and
the tangential direction, then compute vpn, vpt , v f n, and v f t .
Here vp, v f respectively denotes the velocities of proxy par-
ticle and fluid particle, and we label a single star (∗) over the
related variables to denote the unknown velocities after col-
lision. To get the four unknown variables, by simultaneously
considering momentum conservation along both normal and
tangential directions, we can formulate the following equa-
tions

mpv∗pn +m f v∗f n = mpvpn +m f v f n, (9)

mpv∗pt +m f v∗f t = mpvpt +m f v f t , (10)

where mp represents the mass of proxy particle, and m f rep-
resents the mass of fluid particle.

To model the restitution in normal direction, we introduce
Newton’s coefficient e as

e =−
v∗pn −v∗f n

vpn −v f n
, (11)

where e = 0 means that the collision is perfectly inelastic,
while e = 1 means the collision is perfectly elastic.

Let us assume accurate physical analysis, the restitution in
tangential direction is rather complex. For the simplification
purpose, we define a variable δ to control the different slip
condition.

δ =
v∗pt −v∗f t

vpt −v f t
, (12)

where δ= 0 means no-slip in the collision, while δ= 1 states
the collision is free to slip. By solving Eq.9 to Eq.12, we can
obtain the velocities of proxy particle and fluid particle. The
collision between the two particles is directly controlled by
parameters e and δ, and both of their value ranges are [0,1].

After computing velocities, we need to update the veloc-
ities and positions for fluid particles and FEM nodal points.
For fluid particles, their velocities and positions can be di-
rectly updated. As for proxy particles, we need to compute
the coupling forces of proxy particles and then distribute
them to the sampled points. Inspired by the idea of direct
forcing, we compute the force using

fp =
(v∗p −vp)mp

∆t
. (13)

Furthermore, the force distribution of proxy particle can be
formulated as

f j =
w j

∑ j w j
fp, (14)

where f j is the distributed force of sampled point j, and w j
has the same meaning as that in Eq.8.
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4.3. Penetration Handling

To prohibit penetration of the fluid particles into the solid
boundary, we detect collision based on the updated positions
of FEM nodal points and fluid particles. Just like the similar
situation in [BTT09], when a fluid particle collides with the
FEM mesh, we correct the position of the fluid particle in an
additional step. Moreover, to improve the robustness of the
coupling, we need to synchronously handle the situation that
one fluid particle collides with more than one polygon.

Figure 4: Different boundary conditions. (a) a particle col-
lides with one triangle. (b) a particle collides with two tri-
angles. (c-d) a particle collides with two triangles with con-
flicting normals.

As shown in Fig.4(a), when a fluid particle only collides
with a single polygon, the penetration problem can be solved
by moving it along the normal direction of the polygon.
However, when the fluid particle interacts with more than
one polygon, the particle direction to be corrected cannot be
directly obtained. In such a case, we need to compute the
correct motion direction diri of the fluid particle, and we
initiate diri with the normal nc obtained from Eq.6.

To enforce the non-penetration constraint, the fluid parti-
cle i should keep a certain distance away from all the trian-
gles, which is at least equal to its radius r0. When penetration
occurs, the fluid should move r0 − di j along the normal di-
rection n j of the triangle. We project ∥r0−di j∥n j to diri and
set its maximal value to be the distance that the fluid particle
actually moves.

dis = max
j

{
∥r0 −di j∥

n j ·diri

∥n j∥

}
. (15)

The above correction method works well when polygon

normals do not have conflict with each other, which mean-
s that the projection of n j to diri is always positive. How-
ever, for the boundary conditions shown in Fig.4(c-d), the
aforementioned method cannot enforce the non-penetration
constraint properly. We should compute diri by taking all
the normals of the collided triangles into account. If the di-
rection is readily available, we move the fluid particle along
such direction until no penetration occurs. When neither of
them can resolve the penetration, we skip the correction step.
It will be naturally solved in subsequent time steps, since it
is usually caused by deformable solids.

Although this correction step may lead to a higher density
of the fluid around the boundary, the density ratios can be
rapidly re-balanced in subsequent time steps with the help
of the weakly compressible SPH model being employed.

5. CUDA-based Implementation

The proposed coupling method is entirely implemented on
GPUs with CUDA. To accelerate memory access, all of the
physical properties such as positions, velocities, and forces
are stored in the global video memory, while the constant
values are stored in registers. We detail the implementation
as follows.

SPH. To compute the density, pressure, and force of the
fluid particle, the searching for neighboring particles is re-
quired, which is also the most time-consuming task in SPH
simulation. We transplant the efficient framework from the
NVIDIA CUDA "Particles" demo to conduct this task. We
invoke one CUDA thread for each fluid particle to han-
dle other related computation, including the calculation of
SPH kernel integration, density, pressure forces and viscosi-
ty forces, and the dynamic update of the fluid particle veloc-
ity and position.

Coupling. To compute the coupling force, we first invoke
one CUDA thread for each fluid particle, of which we de-
tect collision, generate proxy particles, and solve Eq.9 to E-
q.12, update the velocities and positions of fluid particles,
and compute the forces of proxy particles. This scheme is
also used in particle position correction. To accelerate colli-
sion detection, we compute an Axis-Aligned Bounding Box
(AABB) for each polygon of solid mesh, and use a uniform
grid to subdivide the working space into a grid with uniform
cells. The cell size is determined by the maximum length of
AABB edges and the radius of the fluid particle. Then we
search the neighboring polygons of the fluid particles and
conduct intersection test among fluid particles and polygons,
which can greatly improve the efficiency of collision detec-
tion.

Distributing coupling forces. After the coupling forces
have been computed, the forces of proxy particles have to be
redistributed to the sampled points according to Eq.14. Since
the coupling forces of proxy particles are parallelly comput-
ed on GPUs and each sampled point may contribute to more
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than one proxy particle, it is difficult to distribute forces to
the sampled points efficiently. As shown in Fig.5, we devise
a specific algorithm to solve this problem. First, we estimate
the maximum number of sample points that a proxy particle
may involve, and allocate memory for each proxy particle to
store the indices of the sampled points and their correspond-
ing forces (Fig.5(a)). Since the generated force array must
be quite large, naively traversing it and adding the forces
for each sampled point will severely increase the comput-
ing time. To avoid it, as shown in Fig.5(b), we sort the array
based on the indices of the sampled points using a radix sort
algorithm. Meanwhile, we locate the first and last index of
the array for each sample point, and invoke an additional
thread for each sampled point to sum up the forces. Compar-
ing with the naive traversing method, our method can reduce
the computing time from 70ms to 6ms for a scene containing
40k fluid particles and 10k FEM nodal points.

Figure 5: Flow chart of distributing the coupling forces. (a)
shows the data structure of coupling forces. Both the indices
and corresponding forces of the sampled points need to be
stored. (b) shows the sorted array of coupling forces based
on the indices of the sampled points. (c) shows the result of
force distribution.

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

We implemented our method on a PC with a Geforce GTX
580 GPU, Intel Xeon E5630 CPU using C++, CUDA, and
GLSL APIs. We demonstrate the advantages of our method
via various different scenarios, of which the solid deforma-
tions are all simulated using the nonlinear TLED method in
our experimental scenarios, and fluids are simulated using
weakly compressible SPH.

Table 1 documents the parameter values used in our

Figure 6: Fluids poured over a deformable beam.

Figure 7: The coupling of cloth and fluids.

experiments. It is extremely challenging to simulate low-
viscous incompressible fluids in real time, since the time
step must be limited in consideration of numerical stabil-
ity. Therefore, we set the viscosity 200 times its physi-
cally meaningful value so that relatively larger time step
can be afforded towards a goal of guaranteeing the numer-
ical stability [Kel06]. The parameter cs in WCSPH is also

Figure 8: Fluids poured into a deformable bowl.
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Figure 9: Fluids poured into a deformable funnel with sharp
corner. The right figure shows the interaction between the
inner surface of the funnel and fluid particles.

Figure 10: Illustration of predictor-corrector results under
different boundary conditions.

factitiously set small for more stable results, nonetheless,
this might cause slightly higher density ratios. For exam-
ple, the measured average density ratios in our experiments
are around 1.1∼1.5, which is not perfect enough but stil-
l better than directly adopting ideal gas equation, compared
with [MCG03, BT07, SP09, IAGT10]. By these means, we
can achieve numerically-stable coupling simulation using a

Table 1: Parameter values used in the experiments.

Properties Parameters Values Unit
Density ρ0 1000 kg/m3

Mass m f 0.0002 kg
Support h 0.01 m
Viscosity µ 0.2 Pa · s
Time step ∆t 0.0015 s
Speed of sound cs 20 m/s

constant time step 0.0015s, which is intrinsically constrained
by the Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition for SPH.

Table 2 shows statistics for the average time cost (in mil-
liseconds) for each simulation step (each animation frame
only includes one time step), which states that the time cost
increases with the increase of fluid particles, tetrahedral ele-
ments and surface polygons. Meanwhile, we also document
the number of tetrahedrons (#Tet) and the number of surface
triangles (#ST) for each scenario.

Fig.1 is a scenario that water flows through a segment of
hose. It demonstrates the coupling effects between fluids and
shell-like thin solids. Here the hose constrains the fluid flow,
while the fluids exert pressure on the hose. Note that non-
penetration can be robustly achieved.

Fig.6 is an animation scenario where fluid is splashed over
a deformable beam, and the beam bends to right due to fluid
pressure. To intuitively demonstrate the result of the two-
way coupling, here we ignore the gravity of the beam and
add fixed constraints to one end of the beam.

Fig.7 shows the animation effects when fluid is poured
onto the cloth with holes, which demonstrates that our cou-
pling method can handle complex interface between fluids
and deformable solids.

Fig.8 shows the interaction between fluids and a de-
formable bowl when water is poured into the bowl. The high-
fidelity large deformation of the bowl can be handled robust-
ly with our nonlinear FEM model.

Fig.9 shows the penetration handling for complex object-
s with sharp corners. In this scenario, the top of the de-
formable funnel is fixed, and water is poured into it. As
shows in the figure, there are many tiny triangles towards
the bottom, which have even more conflicting normals than
that being shown in Fig.4(c). However, the funnel can natu-
rally hold the water while no penetration occurs in the region
of sharp corner.

Fig.10 shows scenarios that fluid is poured onto a reclin-
ing board, where different boundary conditions are imposed
to verify the effectiveness of our predictor-corrector scheme,
including no-slip, free-slip, elastic, and inelastic condition-
s. The experimental results show that our method can easily
handle these conditions only by adjusting two parameters. In
the interest of space, please refer to our supplementary video
for more experimental demonstrations.

Compared with the boundary particle method proposed
by [MST∗04], our proxy particles are generated dynamical-
ly with little additional time and memory cost, whose ve-
locity can be obtained by interpolating that of the surround-
ing vertices according to the mesh topological relationship.
Hence, it avoids dynamically subdividing the polygons when
the mesh elements are relatively sparse w.r.t. fluid particles.
Compared with the penalty-force-based method [MST∗04],
we do not introduce stiffness into the coupling process, thus
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Table 2: Time performance (in milliseconds) of our experiments.

Scene #Tet #ST #Particles TLED SPH Coupling Display
Hose (Fig.1) 14.7k 9.9k 40k 13.8 11.0 13.0 3.2
Beam (Fig.6) 4.6k 2.8k 40k 10.9 8.3 9.5 2.8
Cloth (Fig.7) 4.2k 5.3k 40k 11.5 8.6 8.8 2.9
Bowl (Fig.8) 7.3k 5k 30k 10.7 8.2 8.4 3.2
Funnel (Fig.9) 6.0k 4.0k 30k 12.9 8.1 12.2 3.1

non-penetration and inelastic collision can be guaranteed at
the same time.

Compared with [BTT09], which adopts the similar
predictor-corrector scheme to our method, ours can afford
deformable solids rather than simple rigid objects. Besides,
although the interaction model between polygon and parti-
cle is more complex and accurate than the unified particle-
based model, we can still achieve real-time efficiency that
is directly benefited from our CUDA-based implementation.
Moreover, our boundary handling method can deal with the
case that one fluid particle interacts with more than one sol-
id body, which was only mentioned but never actually solved
in [BTT09].

Our new method dynamically generates proxy particles at
the interface of solids and fluids to facilitate the interaction,
and non-penetration can be achieved by a position correc-
tion step. Since collision detection and position correction
are of relevance to the solid surface, the surface complex-
ity will inevitably affect the efficiency and accuracy of the
coupling method. First, the time cost for collision detection
will increase when the surface is more complex and more
triangles are involved. Second, the generation of proxy par-
ticle will involve more sampled points, which increases the
computing time and subsequently affects the computation of
the distribution of the coupling forces. Third, the penetra-
tion handling method discussed in Section 4.3 can also be
affected by the surface complexity.

The main limitation of our method is that our position cor-
rection method may sometimes lead to the stacking of fluid
particles around the boundary interfaces, which tends to re-
sult in high pressure ratios. We have replaced the ideal gas e-
quation with Tait equation [BT07] to alleviate this implausi-
ble phenomenon. Nonetheless, high pressure ratios and Tait
equation both impose limitation on allowable time step, and
subsequently affect the numerical stability.

To afford larger time step while guaranteeing the numer-
ical stability, we factitiously adopt high viscosity and low
speed of sound in the fluid (cs in Eq.4). High viscosity will
unavoidably damp the velocities of fluid particles quickly,
but can alleviate the constraint over time step to a certain
extent. We set a small value for cs in fluids according to the
relationship of the time step and cs discussed in [BT07], even
though it gives rise to larger compressibility. Directly bene-

fited from these, fluids can be simulated stably in real time
as shown in our experiments.

To overcome the overly damped and compressible prob-
lems, it is feasible to straightforwardly integrate our
method with PCISPH framework, just like the simulation
of low-viscous incompressible fluids presented in [IAGT10,
IABT11]. Nonetheless, it is difficult to achieve real-time
simulation due to the intrinsic efficiency problem inherited
from PCISPH.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel two-way coupling method to sim-
ulate the physical interaction with high fidelity between SPH
based fluids and nonlinear FEM based deformable solids.
We proposed a proxy particle generating scheme to model
the physical interaction of fluids and deformable solids, and
designed the CUDA-based algorithm to efficiently distribute
the coupling forces to FEM nodal points. Based on the
predictor-corrector scheme, our coupling method can afford
different boundary conditions and guarantee the constrain-
t of non-penetration simultaneously. Moreover, our method
can handle shell-like thin solids. For a scenario with 40,000
fluid particles and 14,000 tetrahedrons, our CUDA-based
implementation can achieve the real-time performance in
standard PC platform, and our experimental results have
shown great promise towards system efficiency.

Our immediate efforts are geared towards simulating low-
viscous incompressible fluids and drastically eliminating the
stacking side-effect of fluid particles and high pressure ra-
tios around the interface by improving the PCISPH method.
Moreover, applying this method to real-world applications
such as virtual surgery simulation deserves further investi-
gation.
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